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Despite the continued challenges that the
pandemic has wrought on the tech
industry conference business, CES 2022
proved to be an upbeat event for IoT-
focused companies and innovations. The
hosting Consumer Technology Association
reported overall attendance of
approximately 45,000 for the broader
event, largely impacted by the withdrawal
of several top consumer tech vendors
from the show. The volume of vendors
and attendees in the IoT pavilion,
however, represented significant
improvement over key shows from Fall
2021 and benefitted from diverse
representation from across the IoT
ecosystem. Through a busy schedule of
meetings and opportunities to moderate a
few panels for the IoT M2M Council, I
noted some encouraging trends for the
broader IoT industry in the light of
continued economic and supply chain
related concerns. I am cautiously
optimistic that current Omicron trends will
soon begin to decline so that upcoming
shows like Mobile World Congress,
Hannover Messe and other key IoT events
will begin to recover their pre-pandemic
luster in 2022.
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Demand for Cellular IoT Devices
Continues to be Robust

Over the course of multiple meetings with
manufacturers of connectivity modules,
gateways, sensors, MVNOs and operators,

the state of the industry demand is
remarkably positive. Connectivity module
and device makers universally reported
substantial order backlogs that will take
them well into 2023 to fulfill. While
pandemic-related supply chain difficulties
are challenging speed of fulfilment, the
underlying volumes of purchase orders are,
in most cases, substantially higher than
totals from pre-pandemic years according
to the details shared by vendors at CES.
For most vendors, that translates into
positive financial expectations for 2022
and 2023 and reflects the continued
growth of IoT connectivity as an essential
element for most economic sectors. In
particular, deployment volumes for
connected vehicles, asset monitoring, and
asset tracking solutions continued to
outpace the overall market, but cellularly
connected medical and health devices
continue to ramp at encouraging levels.

Key Take Aways from CES 2022
By Andy Castonguay
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Smart City and Connected
Infrastructure Innovations
Gaining Momentum

As moderator for the IoT M2M Council
panel on Public Infrastructure, I had the
pleasure of interviewing Harald
Remmert, Sr Director of Technology at
Digi, to discuss growth in the smart city
sector. Digi is actively engaged in a
broad range of city infrastructure and
services projects in the US and globally
including, for example, significant
projects for New York City Department
of Transportation and Las Vegas. The
New York project was won in 2020 in
conjunction with AT&T and other
vendors for which Digi supplied cellular
routers at nearly 14,000 intersections in
the 5 boroughs to monitor and enhance
management of traffic volumes and
patterns. In late 2021, Las Vegas
launched a new private cellular network
project utilizing CBRS spectrum to
create a private network focused on
enhancing access to broadband for city
schools, student access, and as a
network for city services organizations,
their workforce personnel and vehicles.
Digi’s Remmert also highlighted other
diverse connected city projects involving
connected public transportation vehicles
that not only track vehicle location and
service condition, but also provide on-
board access and public service details
to city commuters. Smart City initiatives
have historically trailed expectations due
to challenges involving city political

battles, technical vision, budgetary
restraints and other factors. But as
projects like those deployed by Digi and
other vendors continue to deliver positive
results and expand the connectivity
infrastructure for new innovations, I am
encouraged that in the age of the
pandemic, cities are increasingly turning
to IoT solutions as a means to expand
their capabilities to monitoring and utilize
their infrastructure and assets more
effectively and efficiently. Expected federal
funding for infrastructure over the coming
years should serve to enhance this trend
providing a unique opportunity for IoT
expansion in public infrastructure.

Medical and Health Devices
Evolve to Monitor People’s
Daily Sleep and Activity with
Less Intrusion
CES has become one of the strongest
shows for vendors to display their tech
innovations for medical and health
products. This year’s event highlighted
several consumer-grade health monitoring
products focused on sleep and indoor
health.
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Several vendors demonstrated the latest
generation of sensor-based products that
monitor sleep behavior including human
movement and the quality of sleep using a
variety of sensors, many of which no longer
need to be worn on the body. Through a
combination of wireless sensors, sensors
under the bed and other ambient
measurements, companies like Asleep
demonstrated the ability to monitor body
temperature, movement, heartbeat,
breathing and other elements that reflect
and impact the quality of sleep, all without
requiring consumers to wear or attach any
sensors or devices to their bodies. This

early generation of touchless sleep
monitoring is probably too esoteric and
not quite medical grade that widescale
adoption probably isn’t in the near-term
future. However, as an indicator of
technological development, these solutions
hold both consumer and clinical appeal
especially in conjunction with the already
millions of deployed, IoT-connected
medical sleep devices such as continuous
positive airway pressure (CPAP) machines
sold by market leaders such as ResMed
and Respironics. Sleep health technology
has developed into a multi-billion-dollar
global industry in the last decade and
touchless sleep monitoring represents a
key area of future development to monitor
as it promises a frictionless method of
bringing advanced sensor capabilities into
consumer lives without the complexity of
existing wearables. We will continue to
follow the advances in this area.
Even with lower-than-usual attendance this
year, CES offered up several fascinating
new technology announcements and
demonstrations. The key observations I
have detailed here are certainly top of
mind, but as always, there was a myriad of
new products and innovations at the
conference. I encourage readers who also
attended CES to share their top insights
and take aways from the event directly
with us at info@jbrehm.com or to me at
andy@jbrehm.com.
We appreciated the opportunity to meet
with dozens of companies at CES, but if we
weren’t able to connect at the show or if
you’d like to connect with us to support
your IoT initiatives, please do not hesitate
to get in touch at info@jbrehm.com

mailto:info@jbrehm.com
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As the founder of a market research and
consulting firm that covers the Internet of
Things (IoT) and machine-to-machine
(M2M) communication, fielding questions
from enterprises, OEMs, municipalities and
others deploying IoT is a regular
occurrence.

But over the past year, there’s been a
significant increase in the number of
questions to our team. The IoT landscape
is evolving rapidly. New technologies
including LPWA and 5G are maturing,
adoption is increasing, new players of
every size from startups to the
hyperscalers are becoming more active,
and COVID-19 is having a disruptive
impact on much of the market
accelerating some use cases while stalling
others.

Questions

Two of the most common questions we’ve
received are around the debate “Public vs
Private” and ”National vs Campus”
networks. More directly stated, these
questions are all about “do we build it or
buy it?”

Most of these questions are coming from
organizations who have already asked
“Cellular or Not?” or “Licensed vs
Unlicensed spectrum?” and have made the
decision to use LoRAWAN. While both
licensed spectrum and unlicensed
spectrum WAN technologies have their
own merits, volumes have been written on
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NB-IoT or LTE-M versus LoRA and Sigfox,
so for the purposes of this discussion, I’m
going to shy away from that topic and
look at Campus vs National networks
using the ISM bands based on LoRAWAN
technology.

What is ISM and Why Does it
Matter

The ISM bands are publicly shared
portions of radio spectrum reserved
internationally for industrial, scientific and
medical (ISM) purposes other than
telecommunications. ISM is being actively
used for both Campus-area networks and
National (or Regional) LoRA based IoT
networks.

Since there is no licensing cost associated
with ISM, it is perfect for IoT solutions
which are ultra-low-cost and price
sensitive, “massive IoT” solutions -
solutions that are less latency sensitive
and have relatively low throughput.

National Networks vs Campus Networks
By James Brehm
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requirements, but require a huge
volume of low-cost, low-energy
consumption devices on a network with
excellent coverage. Some examples
include electric, gas and water meters,
asset tracking devices, flood detection,
and a host of other applications.

Differences

So, what’s the real difference between a
Campus network and a National
network? It’s really about two things,
ownership of the devices and the
geographic footprint. A Campus network
is smaller, and the hardware and
operation of the network are the sole
responsibility of the enterprise
deploying it.

Many organizations choose to build
their own Campus networks because
they believe they “have more control” or
that they are “more secure” than a
National network. This simply isn’t the
case. The decision which route to
choose is more a question of cost and
coverage versus security and control.
LoRaWAN security is primarily a function
of key management, best practices, and
investment. And at the end of the day,
he who has the keys has the control.

A campus network is ideal for testing
proof of concepts in a lab setting.
Campus networks are also a necessity
when national coverage is not available.
But if a National network is available,
why tie up your available capital to
procure the hardware and build the

network? Why tie your resources down
with the added operational costs? The
decision on what type of network to use
should be about the 4 C's - Cost, Current,
Connectivity, and Coverage. It is
important to analyze the TCO including
hidden management costs before
deciding to build a stand-alone campus or
enterprise-wide network.

Final Word

Like you, I’ve got a cell phone and I made
and received text messages this morning.
But I didn’t erect a cell tower or buy an
SMS-C before I sent my first text today.

National networks reduce the friction and
time-to revenue for IoT for organizations
who want to scale quickly without a
massive capex investment and get their
IoT applications deployed and generating
value.
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Last week, AT&T and Verizon agreed to
defer turning on some wireless towers near
50 airport runways for six months, to avert
a presumed, looming crisis in the aviation
industry caused by new 5G technology.

However, mobile users not located near
these 50 airports will be able to utilize 5G
service.

Let’s have a look at what has transpired in
the 5G-airport crisis in the last month or
so, and what you should know moving
forward.

Launch of 5G But Airlines are
Concerned
The carriers’ new C-Band 5G wireless
service was launched last Wednesday,
January 19. However, the companies
agreed to delay some deployment near
airports because the aviation industry
believed that 5G could interfere with
altimeters, a key component on passenger
jets, that allows them to safely land in low
visibility conditions.

The aviation industry felt that this
interference would be “catastrophic,”
leading to thousands of flight cancellations
and hundreds of thousands of impacted
passengers.

The airlines asked the Biden administration
that 5G be implemented everywhere in the
country except within the approximate 2
miles of airport runways at some key
airports. The FAA released a list of 50
impacted airports in 46 markets.

The Sky is Not Falling

However, AT&T and Verizon maintain that
their equipment is safe, and it will not
interfere with aircraft electronics. They
point to the fact that technology is being
safely used in almost 40 countries and
there haven’t been any accidents.

Indeed, they want it—and need it—to
work. Last year, Verizon and AT&T spent a
combined $67 billion acquiring the C-Band
spectrum licenses needed to upgrade their
networks to 5G.

Discussions about the transition in the US
have been taking place for years,
intensifying over the last few months alone.
In fact, the Radio Technical Commission for
Aeronautics (RTCA) published a paper in
2020 outlining 2 risks:

o 5G base stations aligned to
landing paths of airports
“present a risk of harmful
interference to radar altimeters
across all aircraft types.”

o 5G devices on board aircraft
“introduce significant risk.

The Sky Is Not Falling: Chicken Little, AT&T, Verizon, and the FAA

https://www.faa.gov/sites/faa.gov/files/2022-01/50%20Airports%20with%205G%20Buffer.pdf
https://www.rtca.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/SC-239-5G-Interference-Assessment-Report_274-20-PMC-2073_accepted_changes.pdf
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Many have pushed back on the RTCA
report, claiming that they are not wireless
experts and that the conclusions were not
realistic.

On December 23, the FAA issued a Special
Airworthiness Information Bulletin, asking
for data from radio altimeter
manufacturers, aircraft manufacturers,
operators and pilots. SAIB: AIR-21-18R1.

A few weeks later, on January 14, the FAA
and Boeing announced that 137 US-based
aircraft and 1,010 global aircraft may be
impacted.

However, on January 16, the FAA cleared
two radio altimeter models, clearing over
45 percent of the commercial US fleet to
perform low visibility landings.

This is most likely because most
commercial aircraft have as many as 3
radio altimeters for redundancy, plus GPS
and a pressure gauge for reporting
altitude.

The C-Band and the radio altimeter band
have a 200 MHz buffer 3.7 to 3.98 GHz vs
4.2 to 4.4 GHz. This should not be a
technical issue; it may just require more
time to validate with the altimeter models
in service.

What to Know Moving Forward
AT&T and Verizon have agreed to delay
turning on C-band 5G wireless service on
certain towers near these 50 airport
runways for six months. However, the rest
of the country not located near these
certain airport runways will be able to use
the C-Band spectrum.

Impacted devices include the iPhone 12
and 13 and the Samsung 21 series
devices, in addition to other 5G devices.

Low-band and mmWave 5G will continue
to operate around airports for Verizon
and AT&T, T-Mobile mid-band is not
known to be impacted. Additionally, there
should be no impact to IoT LTE-M, NB-IOT
AT&T and Verizon devices known at this
time.

The Final Word
AT&T and Verizon purchased their
licenses from the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC). However, the
pushback they are getting on deploying
5G is from the Federal Aviation
Administration (or FAA). Both are
governmental agencies who ultimately
report to Sleepy Joe and are both
exerting their will to see which one is the
bigger dog in the fight - it’s a fight to see
who’s mightier in the Technocracy we’ve
created in Washington.

To me, this looks a lot like the old days,
where fear, uncertainty, and doubt were
levied against the traveling class.

https://rgl.faa.gov/Regulatory_and_Guidance_Library/rgSAIB.nsf/dc7bd4f27e5f107486257221005f069d/379cfb187d16db10862587b4005b26fc/$FILE/AIR-21-18R1.pdf
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Remember, this is the same FAA that spent years arguing that passenger use of cell
phones posed a threat to planes, even while they were on the ground. Those in the
airline industry made comments like “cell phones will mess with the controls” or “the
radio waves are harmful and cancer-causing when the cabin doors are closed.” But in
2013, after years of pushback and the input from its Portable Electronic Device (PED)
Aviation Rulemaking Committee, which stated that most commercial airplanes can
tolerate radio interference signals from portable electronic devices, the FAA ruled that
airlines can "safely expand passenger use of PEDs during all phases of flight," including
during takeoff and landing. And since that ruling, the use of cell phones and tablets on
planes has been allowed for nearly a decade without incident.

Recently FCC commissioner Brendan Carr speculated that the FAA may be exploiting a
weak administration with a ‘misinformation campaign’ about the effects on 5G over C-
band on airplane safety systems. I’m no conspiracy theorist, but one wonders if the FAA
and the broader US airline industry are involved in a misinformation campaign about 5G
over C-band and, if so, why? During testimony before the PED committee in 2012 and
2013, it was the Flight Attendants’ Union that pushed the hardest to keep cellphones in
the off position when on airplanes because they wanted attention of passengers when
making announcements prior to takeoff and landing. Is the 5G kerfuffle just another case
of misinformation and a shakedown? Is it about getting the telco world to pay for
communication upgrades for airlines? Only time will tell.
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Looking forward to 2022

IoT is a technology that has enormous potential to make a positive economic
impact on globally. While improving operational efficiencies of industrial and supply
chain organizations everywhere, IoT will impact the overall economy by increasing
consumer spending on technology-based products, driving CAPEX investments of
business deploying solutions, and transforming the industrial practices of most
enterprises and industrial organizations. Given the challenges involved in
integrating hardware, communication networks with software and various platforms
like cloud, edge analytics, AI and machine learning, IoT development will certainly
be affected by the shortage of relevant skill sets. Given the challenges outlined
above, collaborative development may be the only possible way forward.
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We truly enjoy bringing you the Connected Conversation. All of us here at James
Brehm & Associates want to take the time to wish you all a healthy 2022.

Come see us in 2022 at:

Mobile World Congress: February 28-March 3 in Barcelona, Spain

LoRaWAN ® World Expo on March 29-30, 2022, in Paris France

IoT Evolution Expo:  June 21-24 in Ft Lauderdale, FL

Contact us at info@jbrehm.com to get time on the schedule

mailto:info@jrehm.com
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